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LECTURE 3: NONEQUILIBRIUM DEFECTS IN METALS 

G. Thomas 

Inorganic Materials Rese_arch Division, Lawrence Radiation Laboratory 
Department of Materials Science and Engineering, College of Engineering 

University of Cali.fornia, Berkeley, California 

1. Introduction 

Most of the properties of metals are strongly dependent on the 

type, concentration and distribution of defects which are present . 

Examples of these properties i~clude mechanical behavior, diffusion, 

mechanisms and kinetics of phase transformations, and electrical 

properties including superconductivity. 

The detailed behavior of crystal defects is very complicated but 

they can be studied directly using high resolution techniques as will 

be demonstrated in later lectures. The subject is extensive (see e.g. 

refs. 1-9) and here it is possible only to give a brief outline. Not 

only are individual defects of fundamental importance but also their 

interactions and associations. For example, accumulated vacancies can 

cluster together and nucleate dislocation loops and these can subsequently 

be nucleati.on sites for precipitates, and so on. 

It is impossible to produce metals which are free from defects .,. 

because of solidification constraints, growth accidents, non-equilibrium 

cooling rates, and defects introduced by processing treatments. As a 

result, point, line, surface and volume physical imperfections can be 

created in addition to chemical impurities such as foreign atoms, inclu-

sions, concentration gradients, etc. These are listed in the summary. 

The minor electronic defects which are very important for elemental 

semiconductors are not important for metals so these will not be 

considered here. Examples of the main types of ·defects and some 

properties associated with them are given in the following. 

2. Description of Defects 

A. ·Feint defects. A point defect 

OF. T.ti!S OOLU!tJ~.N1. ~ i.L~W.WL-~ 
QlSTRffiUTIO.N 

is associated with a short range 
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interaction, i.e. ·within afew·.atomic diameters outside its position 

in the lattice~ The m~st important are vacant lattice sites (fig. lb). 

If these exist in excess of the equilibrium thermal concentration they 

can lower their energy by ~igrating and interacting with each other to 

form small voids or planar defects, e.g. loops, or by moving to sinks, 

e.g. dislocations, free surfaces, grain boundaries, etc. Clusters of 

di anQ. tri vacancies me..Y be more energetically stable than mono-vacandes 

at ·low temperatures. The motion of vacancies accounts for diffusional 

. processes, such .as recover,Y, dislocation climb, creep and aging 

reactions in alloys. The concentration c of thermal vacancies is 

-Qf/kT . . ·. 
proportional to Aexp where the entropy factor A is l-10, the 

formatio~ enthalpy Qf ~ leV for fcc metals, k is Bol~man's constant and 

T the absolute temperature. Thus, for aluminum at the melting point c 

~ lo-4 and at 20°C, c ~ lo-13 • Rapiq cooling -1o4c/min is sufficient 

to retain most of the vacancies so that very large supersaturations can 

exist. These high concentrations account for the very rapid rates of 

clustering and zone formation as in Al-Cu and other alloys after solution 

heat treatments. 

Vacancies can also be created during irradiation and plastic defer-

mation, particularly fatigue. 

In a pure metal, there is no necessity for the number of vacancies 

to equal the number of interstitials,* fig. lc. In close packed metals 

the formation energy for interstitials is 4-7 times that of vacancies, 

so that the fractions of vacancies to intersti tials is two to four 

orders of -magnitude ... --Thus interstitials are -not present in--important 

*Unlike ionic solids, where charge neutrality must be maintained. 

• 
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concentrations under normal conditions. They can be generated by 

knock-on events when high energy particles are bombarded into crystals 

such as during neutr.on radiation but even then association into clusters 

and collapse into dislocation defects occurs, since the single interstitial 

is a high energy defect which produces enormous local strains (fig. lc). 

It is difficult to study vacancies directly although they can be 

resolved by field ioh microscopy. Electron microscope studies have 

been made of dislocation loop shrinkage and growth, i.e. dislocation 

climb, from which estimates can be made of the vacancy migrational 
. . . . 8-11 
energies and other parameters . Indirect methods of study include 

10 measurements ·of physical property changes such as electrical 

12 resistivity, density and lattice parameters from which estimates 

of formation and migration energies can be made. 

Although single point defects cannot be resolved by electron 

microscopy (see chapter 4) clustered point defects and effects arising 

from point defect interactions can, and examples of some defects result-

ing from vacancies· are shown in fig. 2 (see refs. 6, 9, 10 for reviews). 

The stacking fault tetrahedra (fig. 2b) were not predicted by theory 

and were first observed in the electron microscope by Silcox and Hirsch. 

[Phil. Mag. ~' 72 (1959)] Vacancies are also produced when inter-

metallic compounds deviate from stoichiometry (e.g. NiAl, FeAl, etc.). 

Chemical point defects are impurity atoms which can be substitutional 

or interstitial and which themselves alter the mechanical and physical 

. properties. These alterations are not necessarily undesirable; but it 

is essential to control thein through control of composition and micro-

structure. Certain kinds and distributions. of impurities can be very 

detrimental, e.g. inclusions and surface films along boundaries. 
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B·~. tine· defects; If a plane of atoms extends only part way inside a 

crystal the edge of this plane forll}s a line defect, viz. a dislocation. 

Dislocations are the most important defects in controlling mechanical 

properties. They are also important in determining the precipitation 

morphology in age-hardening alloys. Whilst vacancies can exist as 

thermodynamically stable defects in certain (high) temperature ranges, 

. aislocations, due to tl;leir h:tgh st.rain encrgic:J, c:anno~ exist a,s a 

thermodynamically stable defect. The self energy of a dislocation 

line is - 5eV/atom distance. Thus stresses of order G/30 are necessary 

.to nucleate dislocations homogeneously (G is the shear modulus). Never-

theless, they do exist. The concept of dislocations was introduced 

40 years ago by Orowan, Polanyi and Taylor in order to explain the 

softness of metals, e.g. pure metals can deform plastically at stresses 
5 . 2 

less than 10- times the shear modulus(- 50 gm/mm ). Dislocations were 

not actually observed directly until thin foil transmission electron 

microscopy techniques were developed in the late 1950's. Examples 

are given in lecture 4. Although Professor Parker will review the 

theory of dislocations and the literature is extensive (e.g. the books 

of refs. 2 to 5) some basic features will be described here. 

A dislocation is a line that. forms the boundary between a sheared 

(slipped) and unsheared parts of a c:rystal. 'l'hl? usual t::hear planes 

are the close packed planes such as {111} fcc," {110} bee and. {0001} hcp. 

A ~islocation must form a closed loop or terminate at a surface or 

another dislocation and the displacement .across the dislocation line 

is constant. This latter property characterises the dislocation in 

terms of the magnitude and direction of shear movement associated with. 

,. 
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+ 
it and is called the Burgers .vector b •. This is normally equal to a 

+ . 
lattice translation vector T such as a/2<110>. in fcc, a/2<111> in 

bee, etc. Figure 3 ·shows the· variation in orientation of a dislocation 

with b. + . 
When b and the line are parallel the dislocation is defined 

+ 
as pure screw; whenb and the line are mutually.perpendicular the dis-

location is defined as pure edge, and at other orientations, mixed. 

Dislocations can interact to form net-wor}ts and the links. in the 

network may be sessile such as Lamer-Cottrell locks. There is also 

a tendency for dislocations in close packed metals to dissociate into 

partials; e.g. as illilstrat~d :i:n fig. 4 for fcc metals. The partials 

form a ribbon bounding a faulted region, e.g. in fcc metals the first 

partial changes· the stacking sequence from the normal ABCABC to ABCACABC 

sequence and the second partial restores the correct sequence. The 

separation of these so-called Shockley partials depends on the energy 

of the fault between them - the stacking fault energy, which is quite an 

important property. In the example of fig. 4 the stacking fault has the 

hexagonal close packed structure. In addition to the importance of 

these dissociations in·plastic flow they are also important in effecting 

phase transformations, e.g. the fcc~ hcp cobalt transformation can be 

accomplished by dissociation of whole dislocations into Shockley or 

Frank partials. 

The stacking fault energies in crystals can be measured in several 

ways, e.g. by electron microscopy measurements of radii of dissociated 

nodes in dislocation networks (fig. 5), or the separation of partials 

. . 13 14 
if resolvable, ' and indirectly from x-ray diffraction spectra, twin 

boim.dary energies or the stress at which thermally activated cross slip 
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occurs (see refs. 14, 15 for reviews). For metals.stacking fault energies 
. . . 2 ' ' 2 

range from about 20. erg/em (.Ai5) to about 200. erg/em. (Al). In alloys 

the stacking fault energy generally decreases with solute content, e.g. 

stainless steel and a.-brasses (fig. 6) . In non-metals and layered 

structures the stacking fault energies can be very low, e.g. graphite 
' 2 

- 0.05 erg/em .. 

The hi~her the· stacking fH.ult. energy t.hP nA.rrowF:'r ar~ the ribbons 

and more easily forced tog.ether by stresses. This means that cross 

slip is easier and the dislocation configuration changes (fig. 7). 

Thus the values of y are important in understanding plastic flow --

particularly work hardening. 

Other important partial dislocations include the stair-rod dis

' location which cannot glide nor climb. The stair-rod is a "connecting" 

dislocation across two intersecting slip planes, but the Burgers vector 

lies in neither, e.g. in fcc metals: 

Shockl P.Y i ri ( lll) plane + Shockley in ( lll) plru1e - stair-rod in ( 111) or ( lli) 

a/6[121] + a/6[211] a/6[ll0] · 

The Frank partial dislocation also· bounds a stacking fa.nlt and in 

this case the Burgers vector is·normal to the 'plane of the dislocation 

line (fig. 4c). Such dislocations are called prismatic dis-locations. 

A summary of the dislocations that can exist in the fcc Rtr.uct11r.e is 

shown in fig. 8. Similar possibilities exist for other metallic structures. 

Dislocation loops (fig. 2a, 4c) can be formed by the _aggregation and 

collapse of point defect clusters; e.g. vacancy loops or interstitial 

loops. In quenched metals many vacancy loops can be generated and 

both·vacancy and interstitial loops are formed after extensive radiation 

damage particularly by neutrons. Loops can also form when·a 
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moving dislocation line contains a jog (a segment which lies out of 

the slip plane so that it cannot glide easily), or after interactions 

of moving dislocations and obstacles, e.g. precipitates. Prismatic 

loops can also be generated to relieve strains due to precipitation 
. ) 

and loops can be punched· out as a result of differential thermal 

expansion of particles and the surrounding matrix. Figure 9 . shows 

an example where loop punching was observed directly in the electron 

microscope. 

When an alloy becomes long range ordered, the dislocations which 

. -+ -+T) were whole dislocations (~.g. b = in the disordered state now become 

partial dislocations. These tend to mqve in pairs called superdislo-

cations so that order is not destroyed. The portions of crystal between 

the superdislocation are antiphase domains. 

Besides interactions with each other, dislocations interact with all 

other kinds of defects, e.g. with solute atoms which can slow dislocations 

down during plastic flow and can lead to heterogeneous precipitation. 

Both of these interactions can cause yield point phenomena. The inter-

actions can arise from elastic, chemical, or electrical origins. 

Dislocations also interact with surface defects such as stacking faults, 

grain boundaries, etc. , and with volume defects such as voids, precipi-

tates, inclusions. These interactions all tend to restrict dislocation 

motion and can lead to strengthening but also embrittlement (lecture 6). 

Dislocation climb involves dislocation motion normal to the Burgers 

vector_(whereas glide occurs in the direction of b). This process 

involves removal of atoms, ~.g. by vacancies 0~ addition of atoms, e.g. 

by interstiti.als at the half plane. Screw· dislocations are converted 
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into helices by climb (fig. 2a) and the climb process is a mechanism for 

dislocations·to move to lower energy configurations upon annealing 

(recovery)~ The climb process can be observed directly by hot stage 

~l~ctron microscopy techniqu~s·.·17 

C. Origin of Dislocations; 

Since the self energy of dislocations is very large (- 5.eV/atom 

distance) dislocations must be heterogeneously nucleated, e.g. by 

condensation of point defects forming. loops. Observation's have shown 

that during plastic deformation the dislocation density increases by 

several orders of magnitude. This means that multiplication processes 

such as from Frank-Read sources must occur continuously as slip 

proceeds. The following sections outline sources of the possible 

dislocation origins and multiplication mechanisms. 

D. lJisl.ocations formed during Solidification. 

It now seems to be generally agreed that formation of dislocations 

from collapsed vacancy aggregates does not oecur during solidification 

so that dislocations must be nucleated by other mechanisms. However, 

if dislocations already exist in the crystal, t.he t.ota.l length of 

dislocation iine can pe increased by climb or glide during cooling. 

For example, as a result of climb, edges become jogged and screws 

transform into helices. 

Since a nucleus of solid i.s formed homogeneously only when the 

liquid is supercooled sufficiently, a nucleus once formed is surrounded 

by supercooled liquid and will grow dendritically provided a reverse 

temperature gradient or supercooling persists. Thetip of the dendrite 

.. 
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may be -bent by mechanical disturbances, gas evolution, convection 

currents, or as a result of·~ strains due to segregation of solute 

atoms to the liquid which solidifies· lasL Consequently, this dendrite 

can acquire slight misorientations with. respect to. its neighbors. 

When the dendrites meet each other these misorientations can be 

matched by the formation of edge dislocation tilt boundaries, screw 

dislocation twist boundaries, or subboundaries containing mixed 

dislocations. Such networks give rise to the so-called _lineage or 

mosaic structure in solidified crystals. An example of a twist 

boundary is shown in Fig. lO. 

Thus, disloca.tions can .. _be= formed as, .s~pn as the 

first solid is nucleated, and a perfect crystal results only if these 

dislocations. can be eliminated and the formation of subsequent 

dislocations prevented. 

If segregation of impurities occurs, the last traces of liquid 

to solidify will have a different composition from the initially 

solidified dendrite. This usually means that the lattice parameters of 

both will also be different. As a result of the gradual change in 

lattice parameter across the freezing solid, a system of edge dislocations 

may be set up at the interfaces. Similar substructures.can be formed 

around particleR when precipitation occurs in the solid state, or as a 

result of diffusion induced stresses. 

In any case of a solid growing on a solid already containing dislo~ 

cations, then at the growing face,dislocations existing in.the.substrate 

may propagate into the new crystal, since a dislocation must terminate. 

at a free surface or in other dislocations of different directions 
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(at node·s) ·. In principle, it is possible to grow dislocation-free 

crystals, if the formation of.new dislocations during and after growth 

is prevented. So far, only the covalent crystals of silicon and 

germanium have been grown perfectly, and no success has yet been 

reported for metallic and ionic crystals. 

If the surface of a seed crystal or substrate is stepped, the dis

continuity may be accommodated upon subocqucnt growth by the. generation 

of dislocations or stacking faults. This is particularly true if impurity 

atoms are adsorbed on the surface. Recent high voltage electron micros

copy experiments on vapor deposition of silicon have shown the impurity 

particles which are mainly responsible for the growth faults commonly 

observed in epitaxial deposits.
20 

If two widely misoriented dendrites meet, a large-angle grain 

boundary will be formed. Such a boundary can contain a large number 

of dislocations, particularly at steps in the boundary. If the local 

stress is high enough, these dislocations can be emitted from the 

boundary, thereby eliminating the step. 

The stresses necessary for nucleation and multiplication during 

cooling probably originate from (1) Local stresses due to dislocation 

arrays already formed in the solid; these stresses are probably the main 

cause for propagation of a small angle boundary into newly solidified 

layers; (2) Stresses due to segregation and atomic misfit, e.g. by 

differential thermal contraction; and (3) Thermal stresses due to non

linear temperature gradients -- particularly if cooling is done rapidly. 

These latter stresses are likely to cause multiplication of the existing 

dislocations. For example, if the thermal stress at the interface is 

deliberately increased, an increase in dislocation density is observed. 
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It seems that stress is often the most important cause of disloca

tions formed during growth from the melt; so, the critical stress to move 

a dislocation must be· an important factor. This is borne out by the 

fact that crystals of silicon and germanium can be produced free of 

disloca~ions. Bonding in these crystals is covalent and very strong; 

so, the Peierls stress is very high, and dislocations in the diamond. 

lattice are, thus, relatively immobile. 

E. Heterogeneous Nucleation of Dislocations from Impurities. 

A precipitate may act as a small punch inside the crystal in two 

ways: (1) By differential thermal contraction as the solid cools; 

(2) As a result of chemical stresses arising from a localized excess 

(or depletion) of point defects associated with the removal of solute 

atoms from the matrix around the particle. The classical example of 

punching was provided by the experiments of Jones. and Mitchell, where 

prismatic dislocation loops and helicoidal dislocations were shown to 

emanate from glass $pheres purposely introduced into AgCl crystals. 

Since thls work, many examples of heterogeneous nucleation of dislo

cations from impurities have been observed. 

In a metal containing precipitates or inclusions, e.g. Fig. ~., 

the coefficients of thermal contraction of inclusions are usually 

less than those of.the metal; so, the dislocation loops resulting 

from punching should be of the interstitial prismatic kind. 

Consider now the case of partially coherent precipitates, i.e • 

. precipitates whose interface with the matrix consists of a grid 

of dislocations.· If the local stress is high enough, some of these 

interfacial dislocations may be emitted from the particle. Since the 

. I I\ 
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stress required to make a dislocation glide is inversely proportional 

to its free length, large precipitates are the most efficient nucleation 

sites. A particle containing 1000 atoms in diameter·would produce hetero-

geneous nucleation at a stress of ~ G/100. If all the dislocations 

are fofmed from particles, there must be ~ 106-108 particles per cu 

em in order to account for the observed dislocation densities. It 

is possible that, in metals, these particles are r~frac.LuLy u.x.lJ~~ 

Which are form~c.l c.luriug welting prior to o.olidificaiton; howevP.r, ~=:nch 

particles are not usually observed in pure crystals. 

Bardeen and Herring proposed that an edge dislocation could give 

rise to dislocation loops by climb, as shown in Fig. 11. If there is an 

excess (or depletion) of vacancies in the region around AB, the line AB 

moves down and out to form a loop which represents a plane of missing 

atoms. It should be noted that the climb source shown occurs by expan-

sion of the dislocad.on normal to the Burgers vector, unlike the Frank-

Read source which operates by expansion of·the line into loops by 

glide parallel to the Burgers vector. The source of the original 

dislocation in the Bardeen~Herring mechanism can be a precipitate. 

Climb sources have been observed by a number of w.orkers, and Fig. 12 

is an example. 

A Bar,deen-Herring source will operate on a dislocation of length 

R- when 

where c/c is the vacancy supersaturation. For typical values of G 
0 

0 

and b for fcc metals and taking ~ ~ 200A at 200°C, a source operates 

if the supersaturation is ~ 102.· Such; vacancy supersaturations can be 
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attained by moderate cooling speeds during solidification and could 

also arise locally around the particles simply due to the removal of 

solute atoms from the matrix surrounding the precipitate. 

F. · ·Dislocation MUltiplication ... 

Plastic deformation qccurs by the motion of mobile dislocations 

in a crystal. Not all the pre-existing dislocations are mobile, how-

ever, because some may not lie in glide planes and some may be pinned 

by impurities. If the initial number of mobile dislocations is small, 

yield points are observed in the stress-strain curves .. 

The plastic strain rate is usually expressed by 

y = biv, 

where i is the average length of moving dislocation per cu. em. and v 

is the average dislocation velocity. Both i and v depend on stress, 

strain, temperature, and impurities. The ratio i/p, where p is the 

dislocation density, does not remain constant during the deformation. 

Therefore, dislocation multiplication and nucleation of fresh dislocations 

mn~:~t o~cur A.s t.he mobile d.islocations pass through the crystal. 

In·,:nhe:<or.iginal Frank-Read model, a length of dislocation line i 

pinned at its ends can rotate around the pinnipg points producing an 

unlimited number of new dislocation loops. The stress required to 

operate such a source varies inversely as i. For the observed yield 

stresses of most crystals, i must be - 1~. The climb source depicted 

in Fig. 12 is analogous to the Frank~Read source. 

Except for the .direct nucleation of dislocation loops, all examples· 

of multiplication are really modifica~ions of the Frank~Read model. 

Consider any obstacle in the path of a moving dislocation; edge 
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dislocations become held up at the obstacle until they·. start bowing 

around it and until an appreciable screw orientation can be attained. 

The screws then cross-slip to above the obstacle, eventually leading to 

the formation of a prismatic loop behind the particle. This loop can 

glide on its prismatic surface.· When screws encounter the obstacle, 

cross-slip may eventually lead to the operation of a Frank-Read source. 

Typical obstacles that are obnrved to give rise to.multiplication are 

precipitates, subboundaries, and strongly pinned, grown-in dislocations. 

When the obstacles are not randomly distributed, parts of the 

dislocation may eventually meet. If both segments are on the same glide 

plane, they will annihilate each other, since the Burgers vectors are 

opposite in sense. If the segments are on parallel planes, those in 

screw orientation will tend to cross-slip together and be annihilated. 

However, if the segments are of edge character, a dipole will be formed. 

The .dipole is stable when the two glide planes are separated by less 

than a critical value d , but if d > d , the di~locations can cross over 
c c 

one another. The critical separation is given by 

d 
c 

Gb 
8'11' ··(1 - v)T 

where T is the local resolved shear stress, v is Poisson's ration, and 

G and b have their usual meanings. 

The continuation of cross-over can lead to nlUltiplication~ It is 

thought that jogs on screw dislocations resulting from intersections or 

by absorption of point defects are mainly responsible for the ct~oss-over 

mechanism. The 'interaction between gliding dislocations, subboundat'ies, 

or iminobile dislocations is another possible origin of ct'oss-over and 

• 

.,J 
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multiplication. The double cross-slip mechanism is .important only 

if the stacking-fault energy of the material is not .too low. When 

the stacking-fault energy is low, each dislocation is dissociated into 

two partials separating a stacking fault. Cross-slip or bowing of a 

dislocation out of its original plane can occur only if the two partials 

come together by constriction, and the more widely the partials are 

separated (i.e. the lower the stacking-fault energy) the more energy 

this requires. Consequently, dislocations in these materials (e.g. 

copper alloys and some stainless steels) rarely leave their original 

slip planes (Fig. 7d,e), 

In most pure metals, the stacking-fault energies are not low and 

·the dislocation arrangements during deformation are complicated. 

Tangling and formation of densely populated dislocation cell walls 

(Fig. 7a) are common features in the deformation of both bee and fcc 

crystals. As the strain increases, the separation between dislocations 

in the tangles decreases as the dislocation density increases. In 

favorable situations some segments in the tangle may bow out and be 

released or may act as a Frank-Read source. 

Dislocation generation can also occur during phase transitions 

particularly in mart.ensi te. In low carbon and low alloy steels the · 

dislocation densities in the martens~te grains are very high (> 10
10 

2 per em ) . 

G. Surface Defects. Of these, the greatest number are the internal 

surfaces such as grain boundaries, twin boundaries, subgrain boundaries, 

stacking faults, antiphase domain boundaries in ordered alloys (Fig. 13) 

and interphase interfaces. The external "free" surfaces are particularly 

important in terms of chemical activity (oxidation, corrosion), diffusion, 
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fatigue. The internal surfaces control the initial kind of interaction 

with dislocations. This can be illustrated by considering the state of 

coherency across t~e interfaces between phases as illustrated two-

dimensionally in Fig. 14. As can be seen, if th.e strength of the 

material is the same on either side of the boundary the plasticity 

depends only on the riature of the interface, viz. whether dislocations 

can cross the interface or not. 

Actually the crystals on either sid~ of the interface can differ 

in orientation, structure and composition and when· all three differ, 

coherency is not likely. In a system where only misorientations occur, 

e.g. grain/twin boundaries, the boundary can be considered to contain 

a stepped or ledge structure or planar interfacial dislocation networks 

depending on the misorientation involved. 

There is considerable current interest in the dislocation structure 

of grain boundaries and their effect on boundary migration and sliding. 18 

Observations by field ion microscopy and transmission electron mi.r.roscopy 

indicate that the width of grain boundary is only a few atomic spacings. 

The coincident site lattice theory19 describes a general boundary in 

terms of superposition of a dislocation small angle boundary on the 

appropriate coincidence site boundary. This theory requires that the 

grain boundary follows a plane in the coincidence boundary' containing 

a high density of coincident sites. Deviations from this plane are 

accommodated by steps. Actually, the ledge structure is just a special 

case of the random dislocatibn interfacial structure. These boundaries 

allow diffusion to occur more rapidly than in the matrix and are thus 

sites of easy precipitate nucleation. Also, boundaries are sinks for 

vacancies and special morphological problems such as precipitate free 
. I• 

'J 
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zonesmay develop as a result of these diffusions (see Fig. 7 lecture 6). 

H. Volume Defects. These are three dimensional microscopic defects 

compared to the atomic dimensions of the previous categories. They 

include second phase particles such as non-metallic inclusions (e.g. 

oxides/sulphides· in steel), voids, cracks, undesirable second phase 

particles (e.g. Bi in Cu). Control of the particles in this class 

depends·'on· composition and processing. 

Voids and cracks can develop by diffusion (e.g. Kirkendall effect) 

by the association of vacancies, and during deformation, especially 

in fatigue and creep. Cracks start off by the separation of surfaces, 

e.g. at intermetallic particle/matrix interfaces. Their propagation 

can be slow or catastrophic depending on stress distribution, magnitude, 

and properties of the material. All of these defects play a major role 

in service performance of metals particularly strength, ductility 

and toughness. 

3. Summary of Lattice Defects 

Point Defects 

a. Vacant Lattice Sites 

b. Substitutional Solute Atoms 

c. Interstitial Solute Atoms 

d. Polnt Defect Aggregates/Clusters of any or all of the above . 

. Line Defects 

· .. ,. + . + 
a. Whole dislocations (Burgers vector b = Lattice Vector T) 

b. Partial dislocations (Burgers vector < T) 

.~. Superdislocations (Durgers v~~Lor = superlattice vector) 
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b,.~. are associated with planar defects b- stacking fault, c-

antiphase domains. 

Surface Defects (planar) 

a~ External surfaces ("free") surfaces in contact with gas phases · 

b. Internal surfaces (solid-solid) 

1. Stacking faults 

2. Antiphase ~omaiu bout'luaries 

3. Twin boUndaries 

4. Small angle (dislocation walls) boundaries 

5. Large angle (dislocation/stepped) boundaries 

6. Interphase interfaces 

Volume Defects 

a. Voids 

b. Cracks 

c. inclusions and Pr~clplLaLes· 

d. Concentration Gradients 

e. Internal Stresses 

One of the important tasks of· the. physical metallurgist :t.s to 

cha~~cterize the structure of metals in order to understand and .then 

control the mirostructural features that affect properties. Atomic 

resolution~:~ ar:e i'lOW possible with field ion microsocpy sn t.hat this 

technique allows. us to observe individual point defects and atomic 

structure at line, planar and volume defects. Defects discussed here 

can be observed by electron microscopy and the next two lectures 

will discuss these and other metallographic techniques. Further 

examples of the major types of defects will also be given in lectures 4,5~6. · 

.'I 
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. FIGURE CAPTIONS.· 

Fig. 1 (a) Lattice sites all occupied - perfect crystal 

(b) Atom Ill has been removed leaving mono-vacancy, and local collapse 

occurs. A vacancy pair (divacancy) is created if any of the nearest 

neighboring atoms 2, 3, 4, or 5 is also removed. Other complexes 

are possible. (c).. Interstitialcy created by an atom being forced 

between atoms on normal lattice sites. 

a·+ b · + c can occur by irradiation damage: atom 1 is ejected 

leaving a vacancy and creating an interstitialcy. 

Similar distortions can occur from solute impurities, e.g. 

(b) represents slightly smaller atom than solvent (c)· interstitial 

atom such as C, N, O, H, B. 

Fig. 2.Defects resulting from vacancies a) perfect dislocation loops and 

helices in Al-5% Mg quenched from 500uC, b) stacking fault tetrahedra 

in quenched gold. Transmission electron micrographs (lOOkV). 

Fig. 3 (a) Slip plane containing a dislocation loop. The screw (S), 

~dge (E), and mixed (M) components are marked. 

(b) view normal to the edge dislocation line; .there is an extra 

half plane associated with it. Slip causes the line to move by 

successive local bond changes across 1-2-3....,4-5. 

Fi~. 4. (a) The close packed plane in fcc (and hcp) metals. The normal 

lattice translation T = AS = BC = a/2<110> and this can also 

occur by partial translations a/6tl21] followed by a/6[211] 

which enc'!ose a stacking fault (b). (c) shows a Frank dislocation 

loo~ surrounding a fault - note that in (b) the Burgers vectors 

lie in the fault plane whereas in (c) it lies normal to it. 
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Fig. 5 Cu-33-1/2% Zn deformed 5% in tension the dislocation network 

contains extended nodes which are used to determine stacking 

fault energies. ( e·. g •. at A). Electron micrograph. 

Fig. 6 Stacking fault energies of a-brasses determined from nodes. 

The types of dislocation configuration after 10% tensile strain 

are indicated (see fig. 7). 

Fig •. ~ Changes in dislocation substructure in a-brasses deformed 

10% ln teusluu al 273°K a) 4~~ Zc1, L) 0% Zn, c) lG~~ Z11, J) 24% .Zn, 

e) 33.5% Zn. Notice change from cells to planar groups as % Zn 

increases and SFE decreases (ftg.f6). Electron micrographs. 

Fig. 8 Showing the p~ssi~le dislocations in the (111) fcc plane. Three 

other equivalent {111} planes have similar possibilities. 

Fig. 9 Direct observatipns of dislocation loop nucleation in Al-5% Mg. 

The precipitates at S and T cause interstitial prismatic loops 

to be punched m.1t ,· F.lP.ctrmi mi ~rngraph, frnm F.ikum R.nd ThnmR.~ 

Acta Met~' 537 (1964). 

Fig. 10 Intersecting screw dislocations in niobium forming a twist 

boundary in a plane nearly parallel to the page. .Electron microgr;:~ph, 

Fig. 11 A D.u·Je~i.l-ll~:rri1lS. (climb) sou:rce showin~ the ercntion of di!l 

location loops from an edge dislocation pinned at AB. The slip 

plane is normal to the page. 

Fig. 12 Example of a· climb source in Al-5% Mg after quenching. More 

and more prismatic. loops are generated during aging. 

Fig. 13 Antiphase domain boundaries on. {100} planes in ordered cu3 Au. 

Electron micrograph 

··. ·.;.. 

- ___ _.l.,. __ , 
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Fig. 14 (a) Coherent interface ;... there may be some elastic strains 

at the interface, e.g.· G.P ~· zones, spinodals, antiphase boundaries. 

(b) partial coherency, structural dislocations ex~st in the inter-

·face plane AB. Interface AC is coherent. e.g. intermediate phases 

small angle boundaries. 

(c) non-coherent, e.g. grain boundaries, inclusions. 
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IM 1699 

Figure 2a 
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IM 1734 

Figure 2b 
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XBB7011-5177 

Figure 10 
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Figure 11 
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Figure 12 
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LEGAL NOTICE 

This report was prepared as an account of Government sponsored work. 
Neither the United States, nor the Commission, nor any person acting on 
behalf of the Commission: 

A. Makes any warranty or representation, expressed or implied, with 
respect to the accuracy, completeness, or usefulness of the informa
tion contained in this report, or that the use of any information, 
apparatus, method, or process disclosed in this report may not in
fringe privately owned rights; or 

B. Assumes any liabilities with respect to the use of, or for damages 
resulting from the use of any information, apparatus, method, or 
process disclosed in this report. 

As used in the above, "person acting on behalf of the Commission" 
includes any employee or contractor of the Commission, or employee of 
such contractor, to the extent that such employee or contractor of the 
Commission, or employee of such contractor prepares, disseminates, or pro
vides access to, any information pursuant to his employment or contract 
with the Commission, or his employment with such contractor. 
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